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Airex Balance Pad Cloud, red - L46 x W41x D6cm  
 

The AIREX® Balance-pad Cloud produces
more intense stimulation because it is far
more unstable and wobbly than any other
predecessor in the AIREX® Balance-pad
product line. These characteristics are due
to the lower density foam composition of
the Cloud. The Cloud is an advanced
balance-pad version used by athletes who
are able to maintain perfect balance. The
waffle-like texture imprinted on both sides
facilitates comfortable and non-slip
therapy and training applications.

 CHF 71.90  
      

      

Airex Balance Pad "Cloud": Especially soft and destabilizing! 
The ruby red Airex Balance-Pad "Cloud" is made of a closed-cell foam. Due to its increased density and
yet soft texture, the body must constantly adjust to new loads and is thus challenged in the best possible
way - ideal for intensive balance training of advanced and trained in physiotherapy and prevention
training. Its waffle-like surface structure provides additional stimulation of the foot receptors and
optimum slip resistance. The hygienic material is dirt and water repellent and easy to clean.

Possible applications:

Balance training
Reaction/Coordination
Stance stability
Prevention
Rehabilitation/Therapy

Dimensions: L48 x W41 x H6cm
Color: red
Indicative price CHF 79.90

Medical Purpose:

AIREX® products are designed as a movement therapy aid for both institutional and home use. Item
placed on the floor is used as a support for a person during medically indicated and prescribed
exercises to improve motor skills and balance or postural control and/or for movement therapy treatment
of muscle weakness in the limbs and trunk as a result of a neurological or orthopedic condition.
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Note:

Please check the surface for slip resistance before using Airex Balance products. We recommend using
an Airex mat as a base to increase comfort and safety. 
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